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HVAC Svstems/ Suggested Greening Otltions. 

On-Site Electric Generation: 

fuel cells, gas turbines, other possibilities. Up to 85% efficiency 

burn natural gas (lowest cost fuel option) to generate electricity, and steam 
or hot water 

need for back-up boilers (possibly pulse combustion @ 96% efficiency - hot 
water boilers or 84% efficiency steam boilers) 

base load the co-generation plant to utilize waste heat on site for 
maximum efficiency, consider larger plant for a sell back of electricity and 
steam 

thermal storage of ice, chilled water, or eutectic salts -- may be part of T/E 
load balance, and/or pre-cool air for the gas turbines 

Energy Management System (EMS): 

several thousand point system - remote control of equipment - peak 
demand reduction possible 

reduce W A C  energy consumption by better control, link into 
microprocessors on individual pieces of equipment 

control of economizer cycle (start use of this free cooling), control of 

temperature set point adjustment 
air handler units and outside air dampers, ventilation control, 

control of chiller plant, main pumps 

location and remote diagnosis of system problems 
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HVAC Distribution System: 

Variable Air Volume system to replace the constant volume/reheat 
system (total new system) 

better comfort control with energy savings 

remove perimeter 2-pipe fan coil system under the windows 

0 operate economizer cycle, ventilation to ASHRAE 62-89 

Chiller Plant - part load response optimization: 

chiller interconnect - long term - pipe the chillers in parallel, so as to select 
one or more chillers to closely match load (still need to consider lift to the 
high floors) 

chiller interconnect - short term. - couple the systems with plate & frame 
heat exchanger, allows the different pressure systems to transfer the 
cooling 

replace the R-22 chillers with smaller chillers, possibly to one-fifth of 
present capacity, as building load will decrease due to (a) shell and lighting 
improvements and (b) the chiller interconnect concept may reduce the 
need for capacity 

sizing and fuel selection of the new chiller plant would enter into the 
design of the co-generation plant - balance off with the T/E ratio of the co- 
generation plant 

increase fuel options, add electric and gas units (fuel cost, and peak shave 
considerations) 

Smaller - Special HVAC loads placed on separate systems: 

0 relieves main chillers from small loads and/or off hours operation 

studios, kitchens, library, print shop 0 
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comply better to comfort needs of individual buildings with energy 
savings; humidity control, if needed, with desiccant systems or heat pipes 

heat reclaim off printing equipment at print shop for HVAC or water 
heating 



Electric Service for buildings- install 460 volt service: 

potentially 20 to 25 % savings from reduced transformer losses 

electric equipment procurement easier 

Peak Shave with emergency generators (presently 1020 kW): 

switch generators to run on natural gas; convenience, safety, control 

run at selected times, save $32/kW 

Refrigerant Removal - environmental upgrade, but efficiency increase also: 

Chiller with R-12 (planned) and eventually R-22 chillers 

0 Commercial refrigeration (R-12) equipment in kitchens 

Free Cooling Option with river water: 

increase use by installing plate & frame heat exchanger 

HVAC Load Reduction: 

- main reductions from upgrades in lighting, window, and envelope 

Office equipment - use ENERGY STAR office products, network printers; 
save energy and paper 

Telecommuting by personnel 

A heat wheel on outside air intake 

Motors Upgrade - about 1000 motors on site: 

0 strategic pIacement of variable speed drives for fan and water pumping 
(some in place now) 

other motors (presently old and less efficient) - higher efficiency motors 
available, especially after 10/25/97 due to EPACT 

Space Heating - switch from steam to hot water system 
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Service Water Heating: 

switch out the shell & tube units (60%) to plate & frame units (85%) 
install natural gas water heaters (96%) where applicable 
install electric heat pump water heater in kitchen (cop of 2.1) 
solar water heating - possibly a large amount of the office area needs 
install heat traps on tanks, insulate pipes/ and low-flow fixtures 
heat reclaim off kitchen drains with GFX unit.- savings of about 30% 

Solar technologies for showcasing: link to visitors area for visibility 

Fuel diversification: 

presently largest consumption is in electric and steam (higher cost fuels) 
add end uses that consume’gas or solar 

Kitchen equipment upgrade: 

Photovoltaics - direct coupled dc loads, battery storage 
Solar water heating - flat plate collector or evacuated tube 

replace steam tables and kettles with electric or gas units - separate from 
steam line needs 
replace commercial refrigeration to upgrade efficiency and reliability 
replace dishwashers with multistage dishwashers - more efficiency and 
larger volumes of dish washing per hour, save energy, water, & time 
other equipment - efficiency increases available, such as infrared fryers, 

microwave ovens, and pizza ovens 

Heat reclaim from steam condensate- additional space heating or water pre- 
heating 

Water Conservation: 

gray water reuse and rainwater collection on site for irrigation of grounds 
reuse of steam condensate 

Temporary office space during renovation: 

build office on site as swing space, after construction is completed, move 
employees presently in leased space into this office area. New building 
could house co-generation plant, office area, and visitor/children center 
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lease space for period of construction 
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Hourly monitoring of fuel consumption: 

steam, electric, gas 
bench marking of consumption, and future modeling of building for 

estimates of energy savings and systems design; modeling necessary to 
capture: 

1 .) HVAC design, performance level, and consumption, 
2.) shell improvements, and 
3.) co-generation plant design and outcomes. 

\ I 

NOTE: An engineering design study with detailed information and options 
selection (modeling of building and systems) is a necessary next step to 
capture the interactions of the changes in the building shell, Iighting system 
and so on with the W A C  system. Furthermore, this modeling is necessary 
to evaluate the options within the chiller plant, the options within the co- 
generation plant , and the linkage between the two pIants and the needs of 
the building. An assessment of your situation that is unbiased, fuel-neutral, 
open option, and energy and resource efficient would be most advantageous. 
Very large energy, resource, and cost savings are at hand. 

jrb 1/28/98 
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Report by Stephen Selkowitz 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

Opportunities for 
A Greening Programme 

of the United Nations Headquarters facilities 
26-27 January, 1998 

Overview 
There are numerous opportunities to upgrade elements of the fenestration 
and lighting systems at the United Nations Headquarters facilities in New 
York as part of a showcase "greening" project. Many of these will deliver cost 
effective energy savings that will quickly pay back initial investments. Others 
which will also save energy may provide enhanced comfort and productivity 
in the Headquarters facilities, results which will be highly desirable, but 
which may not be as easily quantifiable as the direct energy savings. As with 
other such projects a complete, fully integrated greening process must 
involve not only one-time retrofits but procedural and institutional changes 
that provide persistent and enduring savings. 

The numerous opportunities we observed go hand-in-hand with the expected 
obstacles which are the result of trying to make changes in a large and 
complex operation. As with similar greening projects in the past, this effort 
will have to accommodate the operational and political realities of the 
managers and occupants of the United Nations Headquarters facilities, as well 
as address the unique aspects of an international organization operating in 
the midst of Manhattan. But the staff we met seem genuinely interested in 
our assistance and indicated they were willing to work hard to accomplish 
mutually beneficial objectives. 

On the basis of a quick walk-through of the Headquarters facilities on January 
26-27 and discussions with staff, I note below some of the major opportunities 
in the area of fenestration systems, daylighting, and lighting. We are still in 
the process of gathering additional information (such as prior lighting audits 
that were completed with utility funding) that will be helpful in providing a 
more complete appraisal of the opportunities. As initial input I limit my 
comments primarily to the Secretariat building, a 40 story building 
comprising about 900,000 sq. ft. Since the floor plates are virtually identical 
and the space use is similar throughout the building, analysis focused in these 
spaces can potentially have vast impact in this large building. There are 
numerous opportunities in other buildings on the United Nations 
Headquarters facilities but many of these are special cases that will require 
detailed analysis for each building space. 
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The typical floor plate is 72‘ wide by 286’ long, long axis north/south, with a 
central core containing elevators, smoke shaft, stairs and services. 
Mechanical HVAC services are distributed from four floors (#6, 16, 27, and 
38)(check #s); chilled water is supplied by four chillers in the basement level, 
using steam turbines and electricity; heating is provided by the same off-site 
steam source. The long east/west facades are fully glazed, the shorter 
north/south ends are stone. A typical floor will have a row of offices along 
each east/west facade in a 20’(+/-) deep strip. Several variants were observed- 
deep offices, open landscaped space with partitions, shallow perimeter offices 
with interior open landscaped space. The facade consists of 4’ x 8’ double 
hung windows, above a 4‘ x 4’ spandrel panel, all in an aluminum framing 
system. 

Opportunities for Improving Lighting and Fenestration Systems 

Lighting 
Although some exploration of lighting alternatives has been undertaken, 
most of the offices in the building utilize fluorescent technology that is 
decades old. The standard ceiling fixture in offices throughout the building is 
a recessed, 3-lamp (T-12), egg crate louver unit with 2 magnetic ballasts. A 
wide range of space utilization was observed but switching is typically four 
fixtures per switch, with circuits often split between offices. Some de-lamping 
has been completed, sometimes using reflectors, and some single lamp, T-8 
lamp retrofits were observed. Average illuminance from electric lighting 
alone is about 200-300 lux; the spaces seemed brighter during our daytime 
visit due the presence of daylight, even on an overcast day. Most of the office 
furniture systems had furniture mounted task lamps that were used. Since 
many of the office occupants were using computers the generally lower light 
levels did not appear to be a source of complaints. Refitting the entire 
Headquarters facilities with modern T-8/electronic ballasts is certainly cost 
effective. Replacing the fixhrres verses refitting may depend on the presence 
or absence of asbestos in the ceiling. Depending on the strategy for integration 
with daylighting, a direct/ indirect or indirect system might also be 
considered, which might also be a desirable option if asbestos is present. 
Recircuiting the lighting would be desirable to rationalize the rela tionship 
between fixtures and office spaces. Alternatively some of the newer 
electronically addressable ballasts might be considered and would be a 
valuable addition to preserve future flexibility in space assignments. 
Occupancy controls should be included in the package as a standard feature. 
Daylight dimming should be considered as noted in the fenestration section 
below. (Note: light IeveIs measurements were made in some typical office 
spaces; these will be reported later) 

There are numerous other opportunities to replace ceiling mounted cans in 
corridors, display lighting, exit signs, stairway lighting, etc. Some retrofitting 
of CFLs has been accomplished but a far more extensive effort is clearly 
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justified. The large meetings halls, libraries, cafeterias, etc. all provide 
tremendous opportunities to demonstrate more energy efficient solutions, 

Given the high cost of electricity, it is expected that most of these retrofits will 
be cost justified in terms of attractive energy paybacks. If there are peak 
demand charges in the rate structure this will further increase the economic 
benefits. With care, these lighting changes should also improve the quality of 
the space, the sense of occupant satisfaction, and perhaps even increase the 
output of workers. It should be possible to reduce lighting energy use by 40% 
with very cost effective measures and by 60-70% with more aggressive 
applications of proven technology and designs. Lighting energy use 
reductions should also provide additional savings in cooling energy use, 
relieve peak cooling loads, and allow smaller, less costly replacement chillers. 

. 

Fenestration and Daylighting 
The standard window unit is a double hung unit with single pane, 1/4 clear 
glass. We opened a number of units and they seemed to work well, and the 
systems and hardware seemed to be in reasonably good shape, given their age. 
The standard interior window treatment in the offices we visited was a 2” 
venetian blind, typically dark colored. Fan coil units with heating and 
cooling are situated under each window. Exterior to the fancoil units is a 
concrete block kneewall, with a heat absorbing, wired spandrel glass on the 
exterior. On the east facade most of the windows had an applied solar control 
film (tinted /reflective). The condition of the applied film was very poor, 
with most exhibiting delamination, fading, etc. There were numerous 
complaints of glare and heat gain in the vicinity of the windows, although 
most occupants clearly valued the views. 

Any fenestration changes will have to address the historic nature of the 
facade and its location. However the original design has already been 
compromised with the addition of the solar film. There is a need to improve 
winter performance, given the relatively cold climate and the location of 
work areas directly adjacent to the glazing, There is also a severe cooling load 
during much of the year and a potential glare problem throughout the year 
due to the orientation of the major facades. The most likely opportunity is to 
replace the sash with new units, leaving the primary aluminum framing 
system in place. This assumes that structurally the existing system is in good 
shape and could be altered to accommodate the new sliding sash. This 
approach has the advantage of allowing the work to proceed on a piecemeal 
basis with the least internal work disruption as the units are upgraded. The 
glazing should be a spectrally selective, low-E, insulating glass unit, possibly 
gas filled if the spacing must be minimized to accommodate the existing 
frames. 

Whole building energy simulations should be used to determine the optimal 
solar heat gain coefficient and visible transmittance, which might even be 
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varied on the two facades, as is now the defacto practice. Although there may 
be a temptation to reduce the solar gain and light transmittance substantially, 
I would opt for providing adequate daylighting to brighten the interiors and 
offset electric lighting for much of the year. With a properly managed facade, 
dimmable photocell controlled lighting could reduce electric lighting use by 
50% in the outer offices. Light colored blinds (horizontal and/or vertical) 
could be used to manage solar gain and glare, in conjunction with the 
spectrally selective glass. Proper choice of glass should provide significant 
cooling load control without objectionable color. The spandrel panels should 
probably be replaced with a low heat loss, heat strengthened product, that 
matches the appearance of the existing panel. Some consideration might be 
given to other energy control functions for this panel (thermal collection, 
photovoltaics) but these are not likely to prove cost effective and may alter 
the appearance. It may be possible to design an insulating cap for the interior 
of the aluminum curtain wall system, which would have to be modified to 
accommodate the double glazed sash. Bipin and I will analyze this to see 
what the benefit might be. 

Since all of the other glazing in the Headquarters facilities is monolithic, 
there are numerous opportunities to upgrade that glazing to a more efficient, 
low-E insulating unit, with appropriate sun control capability. Changes to the 
glazing in the Secretariat and elsewhere may provide such large reductions in 
peak cooling that the chillers could be downsided in response. This added first 
cost savings is potentially a direct offset to the cost of the new fenestration. As 
with the lighting, the improved work environment and reduction in 
complaints about overheating should be considered when assessing the 
overall "cost-effectiveness" of changes in fenestration. 

ss 1/29/98 
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(Note- these comments are submitted after the waIk-through but before 
having received the documentation we are expecting that will provide more 
quantitative information on these systems. Some of the details below may be 
changed once that information is available. In addition I took on-site photos 
and measurements that I have not yet analyzed- these will be incorporated in 
a later report. At this time all of these comments should be considered 
preliminary) 
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Report by Jeffrey E. Christian, Director 
Buildings Technology Center of Excellence 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Opportunities for 

A Greening Programme 
of the United Nations Headquarters facilities 

26-27 January, 1998 

1. Introduction 

On January 26 and 27, our Technical Team made a walk-through of the 
United Nations Headquarters facilities in New York City to evaluate 
opportunities for a greening programme. Mr. Dan Power of the Climate 
Institute requested that I pay particular attention to the greening options 
regarding the building envelope. Bill Raup, DOE Headquarters, requested 
that I focus particularly on the major energy saving opportunities of 
envelope retrofit options. 

In the afternoon of January 26, we entered the United Nations Headquarters 
facilities. For a day and a half, our Technical Team was escorted through the 
United Nations Headquarters facilities with the major focus being on the 
900,000 ft Secretariat Building. 2 

This short report contains a few preliminary ideas that appear to have some 
merit to at least pursue additional feasibility investigations. We learned that 
the United Nations has commissioned a ten-year master plan for 
maintenance and renovation of the United Nations complex. We met 
several of the consultants working on this plan (Carl Galioto, Skidmore, 
Owings & Merrill and Liam O’Hanlon, Ove Arup & Partners). 

2. General Imuressions - 

Mr. Dan Power and the Climate Institute would like to repeat what Lee 
Iacocca did for the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island at the United Nations 
Headquarters facilities. He used the number $100,000,000 that he thought 
could be raised to support a greening programme for the United Nations 
Headquarters facilities. During this first, quick fact-finding tour, our 
Technical Team was encouraged to think about how the United Nations 
Headquarters facilities could be renovated to demonstrate the enormous 
potential of using new sustainable technologies to improve the way a facility 
uses energy and the quality of the indoor environment in that facility. 

A Consolidated Edison report written on the Headquarters facilities reported a 
$10 million dollar annual energy cost. About half this energy cost is for steam 
and the other half is for electricity. We were also informed that the total floor 
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2 area of the Headquarters facilities was about 2.3 million ft  with an annual 
2 energy cost of about $4.33/ft . Whenever whole energy numbers came up, 

the Facilities Management Division reminded the technical team that this is 
not all office space. The facilities include a large restaurant, printing shop, etc. 

The electrical power rates are the highest in the United States: around 
$0.13/kwh and Consolidated Edison steam also is relatively expensive. It 
appears that the United Nations Headquarters facilities use energy at almost 
double the typical use rate for government buildings prior to implementation 
of energy conservation measures. The biggest savings opportunities are in 
the heating and cooling distribution system and in lighting. 

3. Greening; Omortunities 

A. United Nations General Assemblv Building. 

L Roofs-to-Roads Opportunity 

2 The 50,000 ft 
The metal dome is fine. The remaining low-slope roof already has been 
recovered twice and currently leaks. The infrared moisture survey conducted 
with infrared equipment the evening of January 27,1998, allayed the fears of 
several United Nations facility managers that the substrate under the top 
membrane is fully saturated. Apparently, flashing leaks which have recently 
been repaired around the metal dome caused considerable liquid moisture 
penetration into the roof assembly. 

roof of the General Assembly Building needs to be replaced. 

It is my understanding from Katherine Grenier, Chief Architectural and 
Engineering Unit, that working drawings for soliciting bids on this roof are 
ongoing and that a bid package could be let as soon as March 1,1998. The 
existing roof has been recovered twice. Recently roof cores have been taken 
by a United Nations hired roof consulting firm (Hofman and Hofman). If the 
cores show that Asbestos is not contained in this roof in hazardous levels 
which we will consider grinding the existing old roofing material on-site and 
using as filler for asphalt which will be needed in the future to patch potholes 
in streets. Up to about 20% by weight of ground up roofing material can be 
mixed into paving asphalt. 

If the process could be conducted on site, the roofing material hauling and 
disposal cost savings would be enormous. This is an excellent opportunity 
for the United Nations to contribute to a sustainabIe community. This 
process converts construction and demolition waste into a useable asset. This 
idea has been developed by the Roof Consultants Institute, Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory and several waste processing industries. A more 
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complete proposal as to next steps for implementing this activity is available 
upon request from the author. 

IL Install new inverted roof with Photovoltaic Ballast 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory has been working with the Powerlight 
company which produces a Photovoltaic low-slope roof integrated system. 
The Photovoltaic cells are adhered to extruded polystyrene and laid on top of 
the membrane. The Photovoltaic cells are integrated into the roof system. 
Thus the same slope of the General Assembly roof is maintained. From 
bottom to top, the new roof profile will be old concrete deck, new protection 
layer forming smooth adhesive layer for the membrane, water proof 
membrane, 3-4 inches of extruded polystyrene and photovoltaic laminated to 
top of the insulation. 

I 

This is a common system when covered with gravel, pavers or other more 
conventional ballasting. The system can be mechanically attached, which is 
conducive to easy reuse, after the service life of the roof system has expired. 
This inverted roof system has been installed in high wind incidence areas and 
can withstand 110 mph wind speed which are design requirement for the 
United Nations site. Installation of this roof on The United Nations 
Headquarters facilities would contribute toward the Million Solar Roofs 
Initiative in the United States, the 20,000 Photovoltaic roofs in Japan and the 
1,000 Solar roofs in Germany. These three national efforts would give 
enormous exposure to a greening programme of the United Nations. 

B. United Nation’s Secretariat Building. I 
L Isolate the two 44 story fire chimneys from the 

conditioned space 

The stairway is used frequently for quick access to nearby floors. Every time 
the door leading through the fire chimney to the stairway is opened, the fire 
chimneys pull an enormous quantity of conditioned air out of the building. 
The replacement air must be conditioned from the ambient. This 
uncontrolled air flow leads to significant space heating and cooling energy 
loss. Even though signs on these doors state “Use Only in Emergency”, the 
stairway is used rather frequently as we casually observed not only for access 
between nearby floors but also as a convenient location for smokers now 
required to smoke outside the smoke free interior spaces. 

II. Radiant heating in the north and south walls should be 
examined closely. 

It appears as if the 110 O F  water that runs in these walls frequently over heats 
the nearby occupants. Furthermore, from the original 1947 drawings shown 
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to us on our visit, there appears to be no insulation between the radiant 
heater pipes in the wall and the exterior marble cladding. In combination 
with HVAC distribution upgrades, it would appear that either these pipes can 
be shut off and conceivable insulation blown or sprayed within the wall to 
reduce the significant heat loss to the out side. 

III. Replace window sashes 

Consider replacing the window sashes with double pane, low-E, gas filled, 
thermal broke frames. The correct films could be selected to optimize 
visibility and glare. 
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IV. Explore venting trombe walls for passive coolinglventing 

If major renovation will entail modifying the fan coil units under each 
window, it maybe possible to take advantage of the trombe wall that is behind 
it. Below each window is a smaller glass clad with a 4 inch air space, 4 inch 
cinder block wall and 1 inch of insulation. This could be converted into a 
heat recovery/rejection ventilator. A series of small scale experiments could 
be initiate on the first floor facing the east. The largest potential energy 
savings could arise from enhanced summer time heat rejection. Potentially 
this could lead to occupant control over fresh air intake in a more energy 
efficient manner than opening windows. 

C Conference Buildinv. 

I. Tear off and replace plaza deck surrounding the diplomat 
restaurant 

The infrared survey conducted by myself on the evening of January 27,1998 
confirmed extensive moisture under the membrane, particularly near the 
wall of the restaurant. It would be very nice to open this area back up to foot 
traffic. An outside cafe overlooking the East River would be an excellent 
enhancement to the facility. 

4. An Additional Suggestion 

While touring the carpentry shop we noticed large slabs of cedar 6 inches 
thick 12 inches wide and 10 ft long. We were told these were going to be used 
to replace the wood on the park benches in the rose garden. Rather than old 
growth trees that are not considered sustainable building materials, consider 
plastic wood or better yet Municipal Solid Waste derived wood replacements. 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory has been experimenting with a most 
interesting product that is 70% Municipal Solid Waste derived filler. 

5. Request additional information regarding details of the United Nations 
Headquarters facilities 

A. 

B. 
C. 

Details from the roof corings taken on the General Assembly and 
Conference Building roof surrounding the restaurant. 
Details of the North and South wall of the Secretariat 
Roof spec for new roof on the General Assembly building. 

jec 2/5/98 
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Report by Bipin Shah 
National Fenestration Rating Council 

Opportunities for 
A Greening Programme 

of the United Nations Headquarters facilities 
26-27 January, 1998 

Introduction. 

First of all, let me thank the United Nations and the Climate Institute for 
allowing me the opportunity to be on this Technical Team. I look forward to 
working with the group to achieve the goal of A greening programme of the 
United Nations Headquarters facilities. It is an enormous opportunity to help 
accelerate the rate at which the people of the world begin to use the many 
green technologies which are already available. I think, that collectively, we 
as a team can achieve the goal. Following are the action items that I feel need 
to be carried out, based on my observations during this first visit to the 
United Nations Headquarters facilities. 

The goal, as explained by Mr. Dan Power, was not only to make the United 
Nations Headquarters facilities more energy efficient, but also a model for 
visitors old and young to visualize and understand how energy efficiency can 
be achieved and the inherent advantages of using green technologies. 
Therefore, in this summary, I will first tackle what can be done to make the 
Headquarters facilities more energy efficient. Then I will spell out what I 
would dream to see at the United Nations Headquarters facilities when all is 
said and done. 

I would like to tackle the problem in three different stages: 
A) Study and analysis of the building envelope (Energy load). 
B) Study and analysis of method of Energy generation and supply. 
C) Items that would be of educational value to young and old. 

A) Building Envelope. 

Fenestration System: 

Most of the fenestration in the United Nations Headquarters facilities is 
equipped with single pane 0.25" clear glass. A film coating has been applied to 
some of this glass. From the temperature measurements made on site, we 
were able to determine that the film coating has no impact on conduction 
heat transfer through the fenestration system. The film coating, however, 
may reduce the solar gain and glare experienced by building occupants. The 
film coating on the glass seems to have degraded over time (visible from 
outside) and now fails to perform the function it was meant to perform. 
Also, the mullion and the frame members of the fenestration system are 
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made of Aluminum and do not contain any thermal breaks. This results in 
high energy loss through these structural members. Another observation was 
that, to avoid condensation, the indoor conditioned air outlet was placed near 
the windows. This increases the convection heat transfer on the inside of the 
fenestration system which increases the energy transfer through the 
fenestration system. 

First, I would suggest that we model the existing fenestration systems with 
recognized computer tools (WINDOW 4.1, FRAME 4.0, and Therm 2.0). This 
modeling will enable us to determine the energy efficiency of the 
Headquarters facilities’ existing fenestration systems. Secondly, I would 
suggest that we model the fenestration system with improved glazing and 
various changes to existing frame members. This exercise will enable us to 
determine the energy savings which can be achieved by modifying existing 
frame members and replacing the glazing. Note that both heat transfer due to 
conduction, as well as solar heat gain, can be studied by use of these modeling 
tools. I would also like to conduct field air test per ASTM standard on typical 
windows. The exercise will enable us to determine the energy impact of 
unconditioned air entering the Headquarters facilities. The effort also will 
provide information for the indoor-air quality study. 

Note: There are a wide variety for energy efficient glazing systems ( Low- 
emissivity film coatings, Insulated Glazing units, even laminated glass) on 
the market that will enable us to achieve the goal of reducing the energy 
transfer and glare through the fenestration system without effecting the view 
of the outside from the inside. 

Walls and Roof System: 
I will defer to Mr. Jeff Christian to state what needs to be done to improve the 
energy efficiency of these systems. I would only suggest that we carefully 
study water and moisture migration through the insulation. Leakage through 
the fenestration sometime effects the wall insulation. This,-of coarse, would 
have an impact on energy efficiency. 

Lighting and Equipment: 
These building components contribute towards the energy load. It is very 
easy to determine the energy rating and consumption of existing lighting and 
equipment. There are many new energy efficient product available. Lighting 
and equipment needs to be studied from the perspective of energy loads. 
Therefore, a detailed study of present lighting and equipment loads must be 
accomplished and then compared with projected loads from replacement. 
energy-efficient lighting and equipment. It is also important to consider the 
effect of lighting on the working environment within the facilities. 

Building Envelope Energy Load Analysis: 
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I strongly suggest that an energy load calculation be made on the existing 
Headquarters facilities and that a separate energy load calculation be made 
with all the suggested changes. Before one does the existing load calculation, I 
suggest that some ASTM test on building components be made to study the 
effect of degradation of components thermal and structural quality. 
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Human Comfort: 
ASHRAE and other institutes have spelled out the criteria for human 
comfort. Both, controlled thermal environment, adequate lighting, and good 
indoor-air quality play an important roll of improving the human comfort in 
the work environment. An improved working environment will result in 
increased worker efficiency and a heightened level of worker satisfaction. 
Judith Heerwagen of the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is as well 
equipped as anyone to assist us in optimizing the level of human comfort in 
the facilities. 

B) Study and analysis of method of Enerw generation and supulv. 

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning System: 

Once this building envelope study has been completed, we will have a clear 
understanding of how to size the replacement heating, ventilation, and air- 
conditioning system. Reheating of steam, recovery of heat, on site power 
generation, and etc. are some of the design options on which the technical 
team can focus. 

Motors: 

Nearly 2,000 motors are used in the Headquarters facilities to operate different 
equipment. Specific study needs to be done to size and select more energy 
efficient motors to replace the existing motors (many of which are fifty years 
old). The down-sizing of equipment resulting from the greening will most 
likely warrant replacing practically every motor in the facilities. 

C) Items that would be of educational value to voung and &e old. 

Power-Generation Methods: 

I recommend that we consider the installation of alternative, on-site, power- 
genera tion methods which are environmentally friendly. Gas turbines, bio- 
gas, power generation from human waste, photovoltaic cells, and etc. By 
installing a variety of alternative power generation methods, the United 
Nations can realize a significant reduction. Installation of his new power- 
generation equipment would greatly reduce the United Nation’s utility bill 
and the presence of this new equipment would provide a forum for orienting 
the visitors to the merits of green technologies. Incidentally, I would like to 
state that these new power-generation methods which I am suggesting are in 
no way to be thought of as experimental. At this time, the proven reliability 
of each of these systems is as great or greater then the reliability of the systems 
which they will replace (the great bulk of which were installed nearly fifty 
years age). 
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Environmental Effects: 

How trees can be saved by reducing the consumption of paper. 
How pollutant gas emission can be reduced by the use of environmentally 
friendly power-generation equipment; 
Effect of safe working environment on 
worker productivity, and worker stress. 

Suggested Theme: 

human comfort, human health, 

bs 1/31/98 

Let Human Beings be the Caretaker of the Earth 
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Concepts 

The following concepts reflect the underlying principles of a good indoor 
environment, including indoor air quality (IAQ). These must be addressed in 
the context of the greening Program of the Headquarters facilities. 

~ 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 .  

7. 

8. 

W A C  improvements should provide adequate fresh air, control 
temperature in all spaces, and control humidity. Air distribution patterns 
should be appropriate to the use of each space in the building. Exhaust 
ventilation should be uniquely tailored to suit the needs in each space. 
Adequate filtration should be installed to curtail the dusting problems. 

Window replacement should address glare and heat gain from sunlight. 

Lighting should be modified to reduce glare, and task lighting should be 
emphasized to allow reduction of the total heat generation from lights 
while actually improving the quality of light where it is most needed. 

Ergonomics should be addressed when new work stations are installed. 

Asbestos, lead-based paint, and pesticides should be managed properly and 
eliminated as opportunities arise. 

Construction phasing, swing space, and commissioning should be factored 
into all improvements. 

Operations, maintenance, and custodia1 services must be modified as 
changes are made to the buildings. 

The "office culture" of the users must be modified to parallel the 
"greening" of the facilities. 
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G en era1 0 b i ec tives 

Current Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) efforts being implemented by the 
Facilities Management (FMD) focus on green materials and periodic spot 
measurement of pollutants. Because of financial constraints, the FMD staff 
has been unable to address the condition of building systems which most 
impact occupant health, comfort, and perception. Since factors critical to IAQ 
are not readily measured and are unique to each building, a site-specific IAQ 
management plan should be developed in conjunction with the greening 
programme of the Headquarters facilities. As a first-step, an IAQ profile of the 
‘Headquarters facilities would be developed documenting factors that 
determine IAQ and identifying ongoing IAQ problems. Measures to 
maintain or improve IAQ could include HVAC modifications, source 
controls, and administrative changes. 

Since IAQ is only one of several project objectives (which also include 
energy conservation, use of recycled materials, and enhanced occupant 
satisfaction), careful planning will be needed to evaluate how proposed 
measures to modify the building envelope, W A C  systems, etc. will impact 
occupant health and comfort. The ultimate goal should be an integrated 
effort to optimize all elements of the greening programme. 

sh&el3/2/98 
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